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ABSTRACT

The voices of 10 Belgian
bilingual (Dutch-French) subjects were analysed
by leans of a high resolution frequency
analyser (400 channels m). Long Tern Average
Spectra (LTAS) of the subjects'voices were
co-puted both on the basis of French and of
Dutch utterances (balanced texts). The SDDD
index was used in order to coepare these LTAS.
Its discriwinating ability in an inter—language
speaker recognition task was evaluated by leans
of the Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC)
curves for all the coaparison conditiom under
investigation and revealed to be greater than
the one of the cross-correlation coefficient.

IWIN

. ‘ Although Long Tera Average Spectra
(LTAs) have been used in various contexts and are
usually considered as good acoustical cues to
voice quality, ,several of their properties are
not yet well knowh. ‘Anong others, the question

_of the L'rAs resistance to changes in ' ,the
languages used by speakers _ is still
controversial . '

On the one _ hand, several
experiaents suggest that languages exert strong
effects on LTAs. KIUKAANNImI and MANILA report
differences between Finnish and English data [1].
HALLE. de BOYSSON

- BARBIE and SAGARD suggest
that even L'rAs frol 8 and 10 aonth old babies can
be influenced by the language of the social group
they belong to [2]. mausxr and HOLLIEN [3} and
ZALEWSKI, HAJEWSKI and HOLLIS" [4] obtain
recognition rates different for Aaericans and
P0168; this seews to suggest language-related
LTAS differences. On the other hand, sane
authors consider ' that L'l'As are language-independant to ease extent. an"! [5) noticesthat LTAS he drew frow English texts uttered by
Australian look such like those fro. ANIANSSON

.. ‘ ' acoustique - Avenue du Chaepde Hers, 3-7000 nous - 321.6190!

[6] drawn frow Swedish speech. On the basis of
an experiment involving Pia-antes, Italian and
French, 1051 '[7] concludes that each speaker
possesses "relative" L'l'AS invariance, irrespec-
tive of the language spoken. HARMEGNIE'S and
LANDERCY [8] report few differences between LTAS
drawn fro- Dutch and French utterances produced
by bilingual subjects- As NOLAN relarks [9],
there is a conflict between these research trends
and it is unclear whether LTAS can be considered
as language-independent cues to voices quality.

In this paper, which constitutes a
contribution to this problea, we will study to
what extent inter-language speaker recognition
based on LTAS is possible. Because its discri-
Iinatory ability is supposed to overcowe those of
classical indices, a new dissiailarity index,
SDDD [10, 11] will be used for the purpose of
cowparing spectra; its power will be assessed by
cowparison with the correlation coefficient.

mn'rwnrr

__.______.asstias
The speakers were 10 bilingual ‘

Belgian subjects, between 18 and 21 years old.
Each of then uttered two texts ten tiles in
succession : a phonetically balanced French text
and a phonetically balanced Dutch text. Both
texts were about 18 seconds long. The recording
sessions. took place in a sound-proof recs. The
subjects were sitting in front of the Iicrophone, -
placed at a constant 40 ca distance fro. their
lips. All texts were recorded on a NAGRA ‘ IV s
recorder, by weans of a lm 84- NEUHANN wicrophone.

msissLegelxeie
The acoustical analyses were

perfor-ed later by leans of a 400-channels 2033
Bruel Kjaer FIT analyser (BR 2033). Its sawpling
frequency was set to 12.8 kHz, in order to obtain
a 0-5 kHz frequency span. with this setting, the
spectra presented a 12.5 Hz resolution over the
whole frequency band under investigation. The BR
2033 built-in linear averaging process was used
in order to cowpute LTAS. The 200 (10 subjects x
2 languages x 10 utterances) so-obtained LTAS
were then translitted from the analyser to a 4341
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IBM computer via a personal computer, for storage

and further coaputations.

CO!29Ii§99-h:99299:9
—— Inter— and intra—language coapa-

risons were perforwed. For intra-language

coaparisons. the sane procedure was used both for

the Dutch and the French LTAS : 1. (intra-speaker

cowparisons) for each of the 10 speakers, one

coaparison was perforaed for each possible non-

redundant pair of his 10 LTAS (i.e. 45 compari-

sons); 2. (inter-speaker comparisons) for each

possible non—redundant pair of different speakers

(i.e. 45 pairs), all possible cosparisons of

their respective 10 LTAS were performed (i.e. 100

coaparisons for one pair). For each language,

450 intra-speaker and 4500 inter-speaker coapari-

sons were therefore perforaed.

For inter-language coaparisons.

all the french LTAS were cospared with all the

Dutch LTAS; 1000 intra—speaker and 9000 inter-

speaker coaparisons were therefore perforaed.

For each coaparison, both a

similarity (R) and a dissimilarity (SDDD) index

were computed.

Indices for the comparison of LTAS

In order to define the indices, it

is convenient to consider each LTAS as a

k-dimensional vector, with k being the total

nunber of frequency channels taken into account

in the spectrua. Therefore, spectrus 5 may be

defined as a

S a (5., ..., s., ..., S.) (l)

with 5., the level of the i“ frequency

component. In this paper as well as in most

previous ones (l,4,8,10.12). the s. values will

be expressed in decibels.

. ' The Bravais-Pearson cross-correla-

tion coefficient (3) can be used as a siailarity

index for the coeparison of LTAS. It expresses

the tendency of the s. values to covary with the

i values and it ranges, in absolute values froa

O (co-plate independence of the 3.‘ and s:

variabilities) to 1 (perfect correlation of the

s.and s.values). I can be defined as :

5: or Ins-s;- M;
(2)‘

-sl‘ ‘ T '5 '5

there ll. and were the seam for all S. and s:

values, respectively, and :3 and J; are the

corresponding standard deviations. If the

spectra beeing cospared are identical, the

correlation between the s. and s. values is i.

an the contrary, a weak correlation indicates a

lack of siailarity of the spectral shapes. I is

usually considered as one of the best indices

because : 1. it exhibits a discrialnating ability

in the sane range than the one of other classical

indices (e.g. the euclidean distance) (4); 2.

unlike other classical indices. I is insensitive

to changes in the overall levels of the spectra

and, therefore, does not require any intensity

norsalization.

The Standard Deviation of the

interspectral Differences Distribution (SDDD) has

been recently introduced [10, 11]. SDDD leasures

the variability of the S. - S! differences. It

is defined as :

SDDDg s [7];- .Z{ $.«S,'—MD]1 (3)

where MD is the average of the s. - s:

differences. If the shapes of the spectra

compared are highly sililar, the differences

values are al-ost invariant and tend to

concentrate around a. given central tendency

influenced only by the between-spectra overaii

level difference. If the shapes are different,

one can find large level differences in certain

frequency channels and saall ones in others; the

standard deviation of the differences increases.

SDDD can therefore be used as a dissiailarity

index for LTAS. Like 2, SDDD is insensitive to

changes in the levels of the spectra; aoreover,

in recent intra—language speaker recognition

experiments [10, 11], SDDD has revealed to be

sore discriainative than R.

IISULTS

The distributions characteristics

of the SDDD values drawn free all kinds of

coaparisons are presented in table 1. This table

shows that, in the case of intro-language

coaparisons, the intra—speaker distributions are

Mean Standard titre-e
deviation Values

{3999122999
Intra spk. 2.912 .421 1.9-4.7

Inter spk. 4.966 .805 3.0-8.3

22299192399
Intra spk. 3.162 .510 2.0-4.9

Inter spk. 5.138 .789 3.0-7.8

Frenchzggtgh

Intra spk. 3.941 .514 2.6-5.5

-Inter spk. 5.221 '.866 2.9-8.7

Igéig__i :‘ Characteristics of the inter- and

intra-speaker distributions of the SDDD value:

drawn froa intra-language and inter-lan9U59'

comparisons.

well separated free the inter-Sp‘ak'r
distributions (French : lean SDDD intra I 2.912

Ogainst wean SDDD inter s 4.66: Dutch : wean SDDD
intra t 3.162 against seen SDDD inter I 5.135%
Nevertheless the separation of inter- ufl
1“Ta-Speaker distributions is less iaportantln
the case of inter-language comparisons (mean SD”D
intra - 3.941 against aean SDDD inter a 5.221%

siailar observations can be drawn free table 2:

about the distributions of the correlation 1&95'
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‘intra-language

In order to study sore accurately

the relationships between these distributions, we

decided to plot the corresponding Relative

Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves. For each

Mean standard Extreme

deviation Values

Irsnsnzzreesn
Intra spk. .932 .002 .84-.97

.Inter spk. .805 .007 .52-.94

129229022;e
Intra spk. .928 .002 .8l-z97

‘ Inter spk. .817 .006 .57—.94

[reeshlmtsh
Intra spk. .886 .003 .78-.96

Inter spk. .798 .007 .43-.94

Tgblg_2 : Characteristics of the inter- and
intra-speaker distributions of the R values drawn

froa intro-language and inter-language compari-

sons.

comparison condition (French/French, Dutch/Dutch
and French/Dutch), a series of values across the

entire 'range of variation of each index were

successively considered as rejection thresholds

for a recognition task. The corresponding false
alarm- and correct recognition rates were drawn
fros the observed distributions and considered as
couples of coordinates in the Rec space. six (2
indices x 3 coeparison conditions) Roc curves
were plotted this way (see fig. 1).

- It is well known that the area
enclosed in the entire Roc space beneath a ROC
curve _ is a distribution-free seasure of
sensitivity [13]. It is therefore very easy,
even froa simple direct exasination of figure 1,
to perfors a ranking of the- six curves on the
basis of the corresponding discriminative powers.
In order of decreasing discriminating ability.
this ranking. is :- 1. SDDD, intra-language
coaparisons (french/French); 2. SDDD, intra-
1fln9U590-colparisons (Dutch/Dutch); 3. R, 'intra-
language comparisons (French/French); 4. a,

coaparisons (Dutch/Dutch); ,5.
SDDD, inter—language cosparisons; 6. R, inter-
lnnguage coaparisons. .

In order to obtain more
inforaative figures than this ranking, we also
eyeluated the surfaces beneath the curves. For

this Purpose, each curve was fitted by a
Folvnomial function thanks to polynolial
re9ression techniques. Polynoses of the sixth
and seventh order were used and a good fitting
la: achieved in every case (residual sun of
squares was in the .01 - .001 range). The
DOIYDOIial functions were thereafter integrated.
Table 3 gives the values of the surfaces thus
obtained (taking into consideration that a
unit-surface would wean perfect discrisination‘
and a .5 surface would wean randos recognition).

‘ DISCUSSION

Both indices under investigation

lead to the sane main conclusion, i.e., LTAS-

based speaker recognition is language dependant :

the ROC curves clearly show that the inter-

language comparisons are less speaker-discrisi--
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[iggg§__i : Receiver Operating Characteristics

curves for both indices in each cosparison

condition.

nant than the intra-language conparisons. This

finding. see-s to plead for the idea that

languages exert sose effects‘ on LTAS. Moreover,

both indices reveal better perforaances with LTAS

drawn frow French utterances than 'with those

drawn from Dutch texts. This is in agreement

with hajewski and Hollien's suggestion that the

power of long term spectrua as an identification

tool might be soaewhat language dependant (3).

It should be noticed, however, that although LTAS

turn out to be language—dependant, it still

convey enough cues to the speaker's personnality

to wake inter language speaker recognition

possible : our Rec curves demonstrate that the

power of the inter-language recognition process

is still far better than chance. In this sense,

we can agree with Tosi's conclusion [7] that LTAS

possess "relative" invariances, irrespective of
the language they cone fros. .
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In other words, our general

conclusion as to the urns resistance to changes

in languages could be : long tern spectra are

influenced by the language spoken (at least when

bilingual Dutch/French subjects read 18 seconds

long texts), but the speaker influence is

greater; LTAS-based inter—language recognition is

therefore less saf'e than intra—la'nguage reco-

gnition, but quite possible.

This conclusion leads to the
question of the relative power of inter—language

recognition. Firstly, it is quite obvious, fro-

figure 1 and table 3, that SDDD is sore powerfull

SDDD R

trench/French . 994 . 983

Dutch/Dutch . 987 . 963

French/Dutch . 910 . 856

1-9955} : Areas of the entire 20:: space beneath

each ROC curve.

in all coeparison situations. In a case where

one suspects that the cosparison situation could
lower the discriainative ability of the

cosparison procedure (e.g. in the case of inter-

language recognition), SDDD should therefore be

prefered. Further-ore, if the soc surfaces

listed in table 3 are aeasures of the

corresponding discriainative abilities, their

ratios can infora about the relative powers of

the indices in each situation. One can cospute,

this way, that the power of SDDD in inter-

language recogaition is about 92 8 of its own

power for intra-language recognition, although

the power of R in inter-language recognition is

' _ only about 88 t of its own power for intra-

language recognition. Thus, not only SDDD is

sore speaker—discriminant than R, it is soreover

less sensitive to changes in the cosparison

conditions (at least language variations).

As a final resark, we lust

eaphazise that our data were collected on a

restricted nuaber of subjects only: any overge—

neralization would therefore be hazardous. Ile

nevertheless think that they convey structures

strong enough to consider our findings at least
.as firs working hypotheses for our future

research.
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